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President’s Report
Dear NAPSA members,
I hope you are all well, particularly during this busy time of the year with
exams either underway or right around the corner. I am sure you are
studying hard and will reap the rewards of your hard work, however,
remember to take time out of your studies for breaks and a bit of
relaxation. It has been a long year for obvious reasons and whilst selfcare is always important, it can be neglected more so during periods of
stress. Support networks exist that you can reach out to if needed, and
pharmacy students and interns are lucky to have a dedicated service in
the Pharmacists’ Support Service (PSS) run by pharmacists for the
pharmacy profession. PSS are happy to provide confidential and
anonymous support and can help out if you are stressed or need to talk
about your mental health. Run all year round, you can call PSS on 1300
244 910. The Pharmacists’ Support Service is a free service with
dedicated volunteers that make invaluable contributions to support our
profession, so if you can, consider donating here.
September saw the celebration of the 10th annual World Pharmacists
Day, with the theme of ‘Transforming global health’ highlighting the many
ways in which pharmacists improve public health and patient outcomes.
You can view NAPSA’s video thanking pharmacists for their dedication
to the profession here. This year was a particular important occasion
given the vital role pharmacists are playing on the frontline in the fight
against the COVID-19 pandemic around the world. Our thoughts are with
the families and friends of those pharmacists that have tragically passed
away as a result of the pandemic, and also with all those that have been
affected across the globe.
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President’s Report
October saw the close to NAPSA’s annual Vampire Cup Blood Donation
Drive. I would like to thank all those that rolled up their sleeves and
donated generously. We exceeded last year’s donation tally despite the
challenges of COVID, and collectively saved 1000 lives through our
donations! A special congratulations goes to Nihal Dey (QPSA), Brennan
Busetti (JCUPSA) and Antoni Ukalović (WAPSA) for being the inaugural
winners of our Vampire Cup Bingo Competition. Once again, a huge
thank you for everyone’s generosity and I hope you will all continue to
donate in the future as it is a life changing essential service!

NAPSA also recently held our Mental Health Webinar in recognition of
October being Mental Health Awareness Month. I would like to thank Kay
Dunkley from PSS, Helen Lowy from DHHS and Elise Apolloni and Kayla
Lee from Capital Chemist for giving up their time to speak with students
about how to provide mental health care to patients as a pharmacist and
the importance of self care for pharmacists and pharmacy students.
Thank you also to all those that attended and we look forward to bringing
you more educational events in the future.
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President’s Report
The National Pharmacy Students’ Survey (NPSS) is still open and we are
looking for as many responses as possible! This is your chance to provide
your opinion on the future of the profession, so if you have not had a
chance to complete it there is still time! The annual NPSS results are used
by NAPSA to understand the views and current concerns of students,
including employment, remuneration, undergraduate placement
opportunities and more. This allows NAPSA to advocate for you, our
members, and relay the message to peak bodies to make our student
voice heard. By completing the survey, you go in the draw to win a 2021
AMH and it only takes about 10 minutes to complete, so click here and
have your say!
The 2020 SHPA Virtual Congress is just around the corner, being held
across the 21st and 22nd of November. It is sure to be an interesting
program featuring the latest from clinical practice as well as hot topics
such as COVID-19 and Aged Care. With heavily discounted student
prices and no need to pay large travel expenses, it is definitely worth
signing up for! To view the full program and register click here.
Also upcoming is an exciting initiative from NAPSA and the Australian
Pharmaceutical Science Association (APSA), where pharmacy students
will have the opportunity to listen to and question well-renowned and
leading pharmacy academics about their career progression and hot tips
about the pharmacy research space. The inaugural NAPSA x APSA
symposium will take place in late November, so keep an eye out for more
information about our keynote speakers and registration details in the
coming week!
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President’s Report
Congress 2021 is not too far away either and whilst we are disappointed
we cannot see everyone in Brisbane as planned, we are excited with the
development of our first online Congress. With our organising team hard
at work to bring you amazing education events and fun activities, keep
your eyes peeled for more information on the events soon, and we hope
you will all join us in January!
As we come to the end of the academic year, I will you all the best for
your final exams. To our graduating students and interns, congratulations
on reaching that important milestone and all the best for future career
aspirations!

Ethan Kreutzer
National President
president@napsa.org.au
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Guild Intern Training Program

Guild Intern Training Program: Get the Competitive Edge
Comprehensive Exam Support: Guild Interns receive comprehensive
resources to support you with your exams including written and oral exam
training modules, practice materials to use with your preceptor and
personalised guidance from tutors.
Bonus Training: The Guild Intern Training Program is the best value
program on the market with complimentary vaccination or refresher
training, Medication Management Review (MMR) Stage One Training at
no extra cost, as well as complimentary membership with the Australian
College of Pharmacy and exclusive access to education events.
Conference Access: Looking to grow your pharmacy network? Guild
interns receive FREE registration to APP Conference* on the Gold Coast
(valued at $940), and Pharmacy Connect^ in Sydney (valued at $295).
Find out more at internpharmacist.com.au or call 1300 110 161
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Vampire Cup 2020
The end of October concludes one of NAPSA’s most anticipated
pharmacy awareness campaigns, our annual Vampire Cup. This
national campaign encompasses all 17 branches going head to head
for the most whole blood, plasma and platelets donations.
This year, our donations exceeded last years by 80 and collectively, we
saved 1000 lives. This is an outstanding achievement. I acknowledge this
year's Vampire Cup wasn’t under normal circumstances. We’ve changed
the way we learn, the way we study, the way we live but our commitment
to lifeblood and raising awareness for this cause remains the same.
‘Vampire Cup Bingo’ was also introduced as an incentive for pharmacy
students to donate and potentially win our limited-edition medals.
I am pleased to announce this year's winners:
1st Nihal Day (QPSA)
2nd Brennan Busetti (JCUPSA)
3rd Antoni Ukalović (WAPSA)
A big thank you to all branches for coming
together and continuing to support this
campaign. I look forward to announcing the
overall winner and the young blood award at
our annual NAPSA Congress held online in
January 2021.
Kathryn Mayanja
Pharmacy Awareness Chair 2020/2021 term
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Awards Night with CaSPA
The Canberra Student Pharmacy Association (CaSPA) ran an awards
night on the 19th of September to award the 2019 pharmacy awards that
were won. It was a great chance dress up, and to blow off a little steam
after the crazy year far we have had so far. We heard from Lucinda
Kenny, our keynote speaker, about her years leading up to becoming the
2019 intern of the year. The food was delicious, and much fun was had!
We would like to give a massive thank you to Cecile (our amazing social
chair), Ryan (our awesome assistant treasurer), the CaSPA committee,
the UC Life team, and pharmacy staff for helping us pull such an amazing
night off! Thank you, also, to our wonderful sponsors for making our night
possible: UC Life, Capital Chemist Group, Pharmacy Guild of Australia
and the Pharmaceutical Society of Australia.

Juliet Contreras
CaSPA President
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World Pharmacists Day – 25th September 2020
On Friday the 25th of September, we celebrated our 10th World
Pharmacist Day! This year highlighted the many ways pharmacists
improve public health in addition to dispensing medicines. An initiative of
the International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP), explored the theme of
“Pharmacists: Your medicines experts and so much more.”
We were fortunate enough to be able to use our platform to create a video
on behalf of NAPSA and all of our 17 branches thanking pharmacists for
the incredible work they’ve done.
As early career pharmacists and pharmacy students, we provided
healthcare throughout a global pandemic. We are extremely grateful and
proud of not only our own but ALL healthcare workers. 2020 so far has
been a huge learning experience for us all and we can’t wait to hear
everyone's experiences in a post-COVID world.

Ellie Hawkins & Kathryn Mayanja
Publications Chair & Pharmacy Awareness Chair 2020/2021 term
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PSA Intern Training Program
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Rural Spotlight: Goondiwindi
Growing up in rural Queensland, I never realised how different the access
to quality healthcare was when compared to more metropolitan areas
until I moved to Brisbane for university. Throughout my tertiary education,
I became aware about the gap that is posed by the isolation of rural and
remote areas when it comes to accessing quality primary healthcare
services and how that can affect an individual’s livelihood. As a future
pharmacist, it is my mission to ensure that everyone can have access to
the best possible care within the community.
By undergoing my experiential placements in rural areas, I have been
able to expand my understanding of the importance of having quality
access to healthcare and how I can help people access healthcare in
rural areas.
I have found that rural communities are an especially wonderful
environment for health professionals to expand their scope and depth of
practice and there is a particular sense of involvement and belonging
offered by the locals.
During the month of August 2020, I was fortunate enough to undertake
my final placement at Allen’s Pharmacy in Goondiwindi, QLD. Allen’s
Pharmacy is one of two community pharmacies that services
Goondiwindi and the greater community with a multitude of professional
health and medication services. With funding assistance through the
NAPSA and LocumCo’s Rural Placement Scholarship, I packed up my
car and headed west on the Warrego Highway for four weeks.
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Rural Spotlight: Goondiwindi
The pharmacy owner, Stacey Wild, my precepting pharmacist Kate
Manteufel and the amazing team at Allen’s were so welcoming and
immediately I felt at ease working alongside them. After the initial settling
in period, I felt well-adjusted to life in Goondiwindi and was encouraged
to become involved with the community through social gatherings with
the other young health professionals in the area.
This was a major highlight of my placement as I was able to experience
first-hand, the positive outcomes that can come from cohesive and
effective communication amongst different health professionals and how
positive relationships can vastly impact the outcomes of patient health.
During my time at Allen’s I was able to assist Kate, their Diabetes
Educator with her consultations. This really opened my eyes up to the
vast impact that diabetes can have on an individual and how important
adequate diabetes management is to ensure positive health outcomes in
rural areas.
The pharmacy staff really took the time to teach and guide me in their
own approach to providing quality healthcare and I found this learning
experience invaluable. I am so grateful towards all the staff at Allen’s
Pharmacy Goondiwindi for all they have given me.
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Rural Spotlight: Goondiwindi
I loved how the pharmacy was utilised as a primary healthcare hub and
how the staff interacted with the community each day with so much
enthusiasm to help. The provision of quality health care and services in
rural communities is what keeps people in these areas for as long as
possible. Without them, many people would have limited choices about
how chronic and acute health matters can be managed. By having
completed my placement in a rural community, I am inspired to
continue to work in rural areas to help improve people’s outcomes when
it comes to managing their own health.
I would highly recommend for students to undertake their placements in
a rural area as the opportunities are highly varied to those in metropolitan
areas and I guarantee it will be a very worthwhile experience.

Sarah Mackenzie
University of Queensland
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LocumCo: Intern Platform
This is the time of year where many pharmacies and pharmacy groups
are recruiting for Interns for 2021. This process can often feel daunting
as you may find many applicants for the same Intern position. So how can
you stand out from the crowd? Have you left your run too late? Where do
you look?
LocumCo has simplified the process for you. Click here to jump onto our
website and view all the intern positions around Australia.
Once you decide on the positions in which you are interested just apply
by attaching your CV and cover letter and we will do the rest. If you have
any questions, we are always there to answer them on 1800 357 001 or
via email: jobs@locumco.com.au
Things to remember:
1. Employers are more likely to pay attention to your resume if you
attach a cover letter. Make it unforgettable, unique and convincing
2. Keep your resume to 1-2 pages
3. Address each of the requirements of the job and include examples
that illustrate these
4. Check spelling and grammar
5. Contact LocumCo for a more detailed list
If you are in a position to leave “the big smoke” and take an Intern position
in a rural area, there are many more opportunities and the experience
you will gain will be invaluable.
If you are after a role in a particular region we can also be proactive and
send your details to the pharmacies in a particular region and let them
know that we have a candidate who is keen to work there.
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QUTSPA’s Annual Ball
On Saturday the 5th of September, we were privileged enough to host our
annual ball at Blackbirds Restaurant and Bar, a popular venue in the CBD
of Brisbane!
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, we had a lot of uncertainty leading up to
the event but we're so thankful to everyone in QLD for taking proper selfisolation precautions. As organisers, we were mindful of the changing
restrictions by implementing our ‘COVID-19 safety plan’.
Although our annual Charity Cup was postponed this year, we
came together to pick another charity, ‘The School Project’, to
raise awareness and funds for. The School Project (TSP) is an
initiative from National Homeless Collective, providing essential
school items to children displaced by domestic violence.
Our social chairs, Maria and Ella, pulled off a successful evening, hosting
130+ guests! Our NAPSA Liaison, Flynn Swift, was proud to announce
that we managed to raise $500 for TSP through merchandise and ticket
sales. I’d like to thank all our QUTSPA members and the QUT Pharmacy
Discipline for having faith and supporting us through this time.

James Yang
QUTSPA President
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NAPSA Alumni Spotlight
Debbie Rigby
Brief outline of your career so far: 40+ years
in many areas of pharmacy - community,
hospital, consultant, academia, government,
education, policy and advocacy. Director of
NPS MedicineWise for 12 years. I have
worked for Qld Health in Pharmaceutical
Advisory Services, preparing the strategic
plan for pharmacy services and other policy
document. Also had appointments to various
government committees including Australian
Pharmaceutical
Advisory
Committee,
Australian Digital Health Agency, Minister’s
Aged Care Advisory Committee and the
Natural Therapy Review Advisory Committee.

Where did you study?: Studied at UQ
Favourite NAPSA memory: Smokos at UQ
One of your proudest achievements: Influence on the evolution of HMR’s
and RMMR’s, and more recently pharmacist’s in general practice. I’m
working closely with GP’s through HMR’s and RMMR’s and have worked
in the GP surgery for a number of years. Also, part of the large REMAIN
HOME study.
Advice to students: Embrace life-long learning, pursue advanced
practice and seize opportunities with passion and perseverance.
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Superannuation and GuildSuper
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PDL Membership

Students and interns receive
FREE PDL membership!
Register online today at pdl.org.au
At PDL, we have been supporting pharmacists for over 100
years and are still Australia’s leading choice for Pharmacists
Professional Liabilities Insurance (PI) cover.
We are a ,not-for-profit in dependent organisation owned
by our members and provide funding to education and the
pharmacy profession to help sustain pharmacy into the
future.

What is PI cover?
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Congress Poster Competition
Calling all student researchers - NAPSA has opened submissions for the
second Student Research Poster Competition!
We are accepting all posters for research conducted by pharmacy
students regarding pharmacy practice and clinical pharmacy. Thanks to
the Australasian Pharmaceutical Science Association (APSA), the winner
of best poster gets free registration to the APSA 2021 conference!
Students must be either currently studying a Bachelor, Master or
Extended Master’s degree in Pharmacy, or a double degree of Pharmacy
and Pharmaceutics, or complete their studies or internship in 2020 from
the before mentioned degrees.
For more information, click the poster below!
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Guild Student Offer and Resource Hub

Community Pharmacy Career Pathways Resource Hub
The Guild aims to equip early career pharmacists with the pathways,
skills, tools and professional networks needed to be leaders in the primary
health care system and owners of community pharmacies. The Resource
Hub is where to find valuable information and resources relevant to you
and your stage of career.
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My Pharmacy Career and Guild Mentor

My Pharmacy Career is your premium job-seeking platform for all
careers and roles within community pharmacy.
Set your career profile today and let My Pharmacy Career start searching
for your career opportunities, apply online or simply start searching today
for new career opportunities yourself. My Pharmacy Career is an end-toend recruitment platform designed to help you find careers and exciting
roles in community pharmacy.
My Pharmacy Career is a national jobs platform, specific to community
pharmacy. Anyone can register to find a new career or job opportunity
within community pharmacy. The My Pharmacy Career App is
compatible with Apple and Android phones.
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Alcohol Abuse Awareness Day with CaSPA
The Canberra Student Pharmacy Association (CaSPA) recently held an
event to raise awareness of the community health campaign “Alcohol
Abuse Alert”. The event was highly successful, seeing 60+ people visit
and participate with the stall.
CaSPA’s primary goal for this event was to increase awareness on the
signs of alcohol abuse while promoting healthy drinking choices to a
University-aged demographic. The main feature of the event was a “How
Much is Too Much” standard drinks pouring station. Here participants
poured out a volume of water that they believed equated to a standard
drink of either wine, beer or spirits into unmarked plastic cups, then had
their volume checked against pre-calibrated glasses.
Anecdotally, in general people poured too much when estimating a single
‘shot’ of liquid. CaSPA committee members were also responsible for
distributing information on alcohol abuse, alcohol facts, sources of help
during crisis (both national and ACT specific) and alcohol abuse selfassessment tools.
Juliet Contreras
CaSPA President
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PSA Student Membership

DISCOUNT on essential reference text for your pharmacy studies
Become a FREE Pharmaceutical Society of Australia (PSA) student member and as an added bonus receive a $130
discount off the APF24.
APF24 is an essential resource to aid your studies and assist in preparation for exams and professional practice. It
covers a vast range of topics to support your studies, such as counselling, extemporaneous dispensing, cautionary
advisory labels, complementary medicines, wound care and more.
Become a FREE PSA student membership and order your APF24 at www.psa.org.au
Want even more from your APF? APF is now available in digital.
With the digital version of APF, all the essential information you need to further your skills is at your fingertips. It
is accessible on all mobile devices, with the advanced search and bookmarking tools making it easier than ever to
find the information you require.
Some more great benefits for PSA student members include:
•
•
•
•
•

Online access to Australian Pharmacist, the most closely read pharmacy journal in Australia.
Invitations to regular PSA events, seminars and workshops in metro and rural locations throughout the
country. Many of them are either free or offer exclusive discounts to PSA student members.
Exclusive opportunity to compete against your peers nationally for the coveted annual title of Pharmacy
Student of the Year (PSOTY).
Gain access to quality, accredited pharmacist education materials to assist you in your studies.
Receive support and be inspired by leading pharmacists to develop confidence, a professional network
and get your career started on the right track.

APF24 – the best health information at your fingertips
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PSA Upcoming Events
For more information on any of the PSA’s Upcoming Events, check out their
website - https://www.psa.org.au/networking-events/all-events/
November 2020
Australian Capital Territory
14 Immunisation Practical Workshop
15 Immunisation Practical Workshop
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
Queensland
16 Palliative Care and Anticipatory Medicines: palliPHARM – Webinar
25 Immunisation Practical Workshop – Brisbane
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
25 Palliative Care and Anticipatory Medicines: palliPHARM – Webinar
New South Wales
02 EMPATHISE Mental Health Training – Cessnock
06 EMPATHISE Mental Health Training – Gosford
20 Immunisation Practical Workshop – North Sydney
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
Northern Territory
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
South Australia
18 Immunisation Practical Workshop – Adelaide
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
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PSA Upcoming Events
Tasmania
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
Victoria

22 Victorian Opioid Pharmacotherapy Program – Part 1 – Webinar
22 Victorian Opioid Pharmacotherapy Program – Part 2 – Webinar
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
Western Australia
17 Glaucoma: How can Optometrists and Pharmacists work together?
25 Pharmacists on the Frontline: COPD Patient – Webinar
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PSA Upcoming Events
December 2020
Queensland
02 Palliative Care and Anticipatory Medicines: palliPHARM – Webinar

Published by:
Ellie Hawkins
2020/2021 Publications Chair
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